Starships D6 / Fireball
Name: Fireball
Class: Racer
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 10.72 meters
Skill: Starfighter Piloting - Racer
Crew: 1 Pilot + Astromech
Consumables: 1 Day
Cargo Capacity: 20 Kg
Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1
Hyperdrive Backup: No
Nav Computer: No (uses Astromech)
Space: 8
Atmosphere: 350;1050kmh
Maneuverability: 1D+2
Hull: 2D+2 *
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 50/2D
Focus: 2/2D+2
*: The Fireball requires twice as much maintenance as other vessels due to it's size, and if not
maintained to it's requirements will tend to develop dangerous faults such as entire systems shutting
down or even exploding.
Weapons:
Twin Laser Cannons (Fire Linked)
Fire Arc: Front
Fire Control: 2D
Space: 1-3/12/25
Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5km
Damage: 5D
Concussion Missile Launcher
Fire Arc: Front
Fire Control: 1D
Space: 1/3/7
Atmosphere Range: 50-100/300/700m
Damage: 8D
Description: The Fireball was an old racer that Team Fireball tried to restore in their repair shop on the

Colossus, a refueling station on the planet Castilon. It was given its name because of its tendency to
burst into flames or explode.
The racer was equipped with armament in the form of wingtip-mounted laser cannons and a pair of
missile launchers.
At the time of Kazuda Xiono's arrival at the station as part of a spy mission, it had been promised to
Tamara Ryvora, if she could get it to fly. Yeager offered it to Xiono in order to compete in a race against
Torra Doza. Yeager's team was able to repair it in time, but Xiono pushed it too fast during the race,
causing the engines to catch aflame and crash into the ocean. It was later recovered, along with Xiono.
Some time later, Team Fireball was repairing the acceleration compensator. Xiono accidentally broke the
repair job, causing Ryvora to become angry and demand that he repair it. After becoming involved in the
hunt for two children on the station, his new friends the Chelidae engineers helped him repair the
compensator, which Xiono presented to Ryvora.
The Fireball was next flown when Xiono needed to go to an offworld rendezvous with the Resistance.
Yeager arranged for Xiono and BB-8 to leave the Colossus early enough that Ryvora, who was
possessive of the ship, would only learn of their departure after they were gone. However, unbeknownst
to Yeager and Xiono, Ryvora had decided to replace the ship's stabilizers, and had not yet completed the
job. When she revealed this fact to Yeager after discovering Xiono had left, Yeager was concerned.
Above Castilon, Xiono and BB-8 ran into mechanical trouble due to the missing stabilizer, and Xiono
thought that the ship was going to explode before several Resistance ships arrived just in time. Poe
Dameron, shocked that Xiono was flying such an old ship, promised to have mechanics look at it.
Some time later, it was ready for launch. During the Bibo incident, Kaz jumped into the cockpit and
launched to assist the Aces in fighting off a rokkna which was assaulting the station. Kaz used it to strafe
the sea monster, and at one point gave a wingtip assist to Griff Halloran. Eventually, Team Fireball
realized that the rokkna was there to find her baby, which Neeku Vozo had adopted and named "Bibo".
The mechanic returned the baby, defusing the situation.
When Torra Doza was kidnapped by the Warbird gang, Kaz and BB-8 sortied in the Fireball in pursuit.
While chasing the pirates' skiff, the Fireball received damage to its transponder, preventing Kaz from
relaying Torra's coordinates immediately. By the time they caught up to Kragan Gorr's sail barge, the
Galleon, the First Order, led by Captain Elrik Vonreg, faked a rescue of Torra. During the chaos, BB-8
managed to fix the transponder, enabling them to alert Captain Imanuel Doza and Ace Squadron to their
location, but by then, the First Order had already made off with Torra. The Fireball then returned to the
Colossus.
When Poe infiltrated the Colossus to pickup BB-8 for their mission to Jakku, Kaz informed him of First
Order activity in the Dassal system, forcing them to take a detour. To get them off the Colossus
undetected, they used the Fireball to perform a Widowmaker, enabling them to reach Poe's X-Wing with
CB-23 onboard. Upon arriving in the Dassal system, they discover its star had vanished and its
planetoids cored out. As they traveled through one of the planetoids, they got caught in a gravity well,

which they managed to survive.[6]
They soon landed on a habitable moon and determined that its inhabitants were massacred, shortly
before they were attacked by a probe droid. After disabling the droid, they determined that it was First
Order as some TIE fighters flew overhead. Kaz and Poe managed to make it back to their ships and fled
their pursuers. At Poe's direction, Kaz piloted the Fireball back through the gravity well, knowing the First
Order wouldn't be able to quickly adapt as they did. Once they were out of danger, Kaz and Poe did a
droid swap before parting ways. With CB-23's aid, Kaz was able to land the Fireball back on the
Colossus without being detected.
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